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risbane-based artist Benjamin Werner’s
new body of work is destined for the
Australian High Commission in Singapore
as part of the exhibition, In Bloom this October.
Werner’s practice revolves around optics and
colour, involving oil painting, LED artworks and
installations; all centred on light-based and
painterly studies taken from many cities around
the world. He talked to Louise Martin-Chew about
his work.
How are these paintings produced?
I’ve always been inspired by the city at night.
I’m particularly influenced by the ‘bokeh’
photographic technique, an approach which
selectively creates blurriness in certain areas. I’ve
been experimenting with maximising this effect
to create new kinds of landscape in my paintings
and installations.
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What do you find so inspiring in large Asian cities?
I have visited Hong Kong, Tokyo, Bangkok, and
Singapore regularly in recent years. They have an
urban atmospheric which I love. I spent some time
in the forests outside the cities, and saw clouds of
fireflies. I have painted these fireflies as lit circular
shapes, like glowing and coloured energy. They
have a haze of warmth that seems to hold the
darkness of the forest at bay.

The forest environment and lit blooms look
unnatural, even artificial, in your paintings, why?
It’s really about how I see the urban nightlife
mirrored in nature. The dance of male fireflies,
glowing in search of a mate, is not too different
to humans peacocking in front of each other in
nightclub districts. It is this biological conversation
seen so clearly in nature that I’m most interested
in. No matter how urbane or technologically
advanced we become, nature has a way of
reminding us that we are just a small part of it.
This to me is a very humbling and important idea
worth sharing.
Many of these paintings are very large scale,
and often closing out the horizon. What drives
their aesthetic?
They have become mindscapes I suppose, with their
stippled colour, dark verticals, and leaning shadows.
While they started in the forests, in the process of
the painting they have become a meditative and
reflective exploration of another, more internal
place. For me they are a mystical adventure, where
the glowing lights might suggest some magical
potential – out there in the darkness.
In Bloom will be exhibiting in the Australian
High Commission Atrium from 5 October –
7 November.

